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#OTalk @OTalk_
Hello Everyone! Welcome to tonights talk with @otgraphically, say HI if you are joining us! #OTalk

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
@OTalk_ Hi everyone! My name is Katie Caspero, I’m a pediatric OT from Pittsburgh, PA, USA. I'm the founder of @OTGraphically where I create infographics of
research to help OTs stay up to date and empower their clients. Excited to be supporting this #OTalk today!

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OTalk_ @otgraphically Hi #OTalk, I’m here. Multitasking tonight as I pack for my first face-to-face conference in 2+ years. https://t.co/sA1lZgzlPr

#OTalk @OTalk_
Just a reminder of the rules. 1. please use the #, 2. remember code of conduct and 3. Have fun #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Our host for this evening #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@preston_jenny @otgraphically Ekk that is very exciting @preston_jenny!! #OTalk

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
Here's our first question: What social media platforms or formats have you found the most useful for sharing research with stakeholders and/or accessing research
research consumer? #OTalk https://t.co/KS67KLmyrC

Dr Catriona Connell #OneOfUsAllOfUs @DrCConnell
Will be catching up later #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@otgraphically I like to use Twitter as a mechanism for getting short sound bites out to a wider audience #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Here we go, first question ... #OTalk

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
I have found it can depend on where your audience is. If I’m looking to share it with other occupational therapists, Instagram, FB groups, and Podcasts have been
helpful. Twitter for researchers, and LinkedIn for other stakeholders including healthcare administration. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@DrCConnell As always the transcript will be available #OTalk

Sarah Small @Sarah_RheumOT
@OTalk_ @otgraphically Hi. My first #OTalk Have 'lurked' in previous chats. Looking forward to learning from everyone!

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @otgraphically: I have found it can depend on where your audience is. If I’m looking to share it with other occupational therapists, Instagram, FB groups, and
Podcasts have been most helpful. Twitter for researchers, and LinkedIn for other stakeholders including healthcare administration. #OTalk
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Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@otgraphically Have used twitter predominately and linked to YouTube videos, diagrams and publications. Interested to hear about others creative ways of sharing
#Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Sarah_RheumOT @otgraphically So very glad to have you here! Welcome! #OTalk

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
Q2: In what ways have you found that social media has supported sharing, finding, and/or using research? #OTalk https://t.co/O7tD6UoVj5

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 2 #OTalk

Sarah Small @Sarah_RheumOT
@preston_jenny @otgraphically #OTalk Only just learning to use Twitter for CPD

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@otgraphically I used it to share a 3MT video. It was a good way of sharing a short summary #Otalk

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
I find it helps share the information and find the audience you are looking for by going to where they spend their time on a daily basis. #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@Sarah_RheumOT @otgraphically It’s a great tool for CPD. So easy to pick up and put down again with lots of learning in between #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Sarah_RheumOT @preston_jenny @otgraphically You have selected a good evening to join!! #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@otgraphically @Sarah_RheumOT How interesting as I’ve found it the most accessible, for work purposes at least #OTalk

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
Just in case the bank holiday threw you! It’s Tuesday which means it’s #Otalk!! Join us as we discuss engaging with research via social media

#OTalk @OTalk_
@otgraphically Yes, its great to feel like i'm engaging in CPD on sites where I would be anyway, my phone is full off screenshots because of this #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Just in case the bank holiday threw you! It’s Tuesday which means it’s #Otalk!! Join us as we discuss engaging with research via social med

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@otgraphically @Sarah_RheumOT Aah that makes sense. I think I may be too old for Instagram ! #OTalk

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
Q3: As a researcher, what is the most helpful way for you to share your research and make it accessible for a wide audience through social media? As a research
what have you found helpful in making research accessible? #OTalk https://t.co/m287fndQbs

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @NikkiDanielsOT: Just in case the bank holiday threw you! It’s Tuesday which means it’s #Otalk!! Join us as we discuss engaging with research via social med

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
@preston_jenny @otgraphically @Sarah_RheumOT TikTok maybe ! #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 3 #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@NikkiDanielsOT @otgraphically @Sarah_RheumOT Now there’s a step too far " " #OTalk
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Sarah Small @Sarah_RheumOT
@preston_jenny @otgraphically I agree. Great to seek out interesting info on the go, bookmark and then look at later when have more time. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@otgraphically I have not yet used it to share research of my own, but I have found using social media an incredible way to network with others, with similar interes
research goals #OTalk

Sarah Small @Sarah_RheumOT
@preston_jenny @otgraphically Me too!#OTalk

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
@OTalk_ That's a good point too! It allows discussion about how to put the information into action and helps those using the information share any barriers to using
information. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Sarah_RheumOT @preston_jenny @otgraphically I just need to remember to book mark, I keep forgetting as I get easily distracted! BUT when I do, its always w
#OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
I’ve used Twitter to recruit research participants but less so to disseminate findings. Keen to get some tips #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@otgraphically #OTalk I have found Twitter to be great for both sharing and accessing research and networking, especially these #OTalk sessions. OT4OT and oth
facebook groups have also been useful, alongside Podcast and webinars.

#OTalk @OTalk_
@preston_jenny @NikkiDanielsOT @otgraphically @Sarah_RheumOT @preston_jenny @NikkiDanielsOT @bevaturtle @SamOTantha an #OTalk Tik Tok Dance

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @RosFrench1: @otgraphically #OTalk I have found Twitter to be great for both sharing and accessing research and networking, especially these #OTalk sessio
OT4OT and other facebook groups have also been useful, alongside Podcast and webinars.

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@OTalk_ @NikkiDanielsOT @otgraphically @Sarah_RheumOT @bevaturtle @SamOTantha Can you just imagine # #OTalk

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
@RosFrench1 Yes Facebook groups also self-organizes people into topics too so it's a smaller but more connected network #otalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@otgraphically #OTalk, social media has been great for recruiting participants for research studies, finding out what other people are doing/have done, raising the
of the value and different types of research

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@otgraphically @Sarah_RheumOT I used to use that but forgot about it. Thanks for the reminder #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@otgraphically I have found the visuals from instagram posts very helpful and with citing the work I have also used them in some of my lecture slides #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@otgraphically #OTalk, having links to research, being able to read abstracts or sharing key points so that the audience can go away and read more about it. Som
its knowing what research has been undertaken and knowing the title to be able to explore it further

#OTalk @OTalk_
@otgraphically @RosFrench1 I have been a fan of the FB groups for a long time. Its interesting as Twitter is my only social media I strictly use for OT and my insta
FB are my personal accounts so I feel a bit more less inclined to engage with FB and Insta for OT things. #OTalk

https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript/…F3%2F2022&shour=12&smin=0&tdate=5%2F5%2F2022&thour=11&tmin=15
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RosFrench1: @otgraphically #OTalk, having links to research, being able to read abstracts or sharing key points so that the audience can go away and read
about it. Sometimes its knowing what research has been undertaken and knowing the title to be able to explore it further

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@RosFrench1 @otgraphically I agree and I would like to be more creative with my dissemination. I need more visuals I think #OTalk

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@otgraphically Mainly just Twitter - recruiting participants, sharing research opportunities. I did use the “4OT” community on Facebook for recruiting participants fo
MSc study also. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@preston_jenny @RosFrench1 @otgraphically I have just started using an app called Canva to make some visuals for lecture slides, and think it work well to shar
research findings with others, must admit its a bit technical to start! #OTalk
Sarah Small @Sarah_RheumOT
@otgraphically Forgot #OTalk. Is it worth joining different social media platforms I don't currently use, as a research consumer?

Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
@OTalk_ @otgraphically I haven’t thought to use Instagram. Generally I like collecting links for articles to read later on twitter. Need to get better at promoting rese
on social media. #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@Sarah_RheumOT @otgraphically It sounds like that is something we could all benefit from #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Sarah_RheumOT @otgraphically Well done for spotting this one, you are doing my job for me tonight #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@OTalk_ @otgraphically #OTalk, I had never understood or used Twitter just before the pandemic and now I am hooked but I also only use Twitter for OT, learning
developing and networking. My facebook account is my personal account and I have been very selective about the groups I have joined

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
@OTalk_ @preston_jenny @RosFrench1 Yes, Canva is great and the templates help! It doesn't have to be too complicated but I encourage researchers I work wit
replace as much text with visuals as possible and use strategies like infographics of some key points or takeaways. #otalk
Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
Q4: Have you faced any challenges or barriers in using social media to access or share research? #OTalk https://t.co/tb8ycr0CVU

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Tori_Doll_ @otgraphically Did you find that you attracted more participants that way? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Tori_Doll_: @otgraphically Mainly just Twitter - recruiting participants, sharing research opportunities. I did use the “4OT” community on Facebook for recruiti
participants for my MSc study also. #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@RosFrench1 @OTalk_ @otgraphically I think this is a very common approach, I do exactly the same #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @otgraphically: @OTalk_ @preston_jenny @RosFrench1 Yes, Canva is great and the templates help! It doesn't have to be too complicated but I encourage
researchers I work with to replace as much text with visuals as possible and use strategies like infographics of some key points or takeaways. #otalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 4 ... This is an interesting one #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@otgraphically My biggest challenge is being succinct #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@preston_jenny @otgraphically #OTalk, yes I love a visual image that makes you want to look up the article and read it. Most recent one I read that was shared on
Twitter was about case study research - not something I would have gone away and read unless it was shared on here.

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@OTalk_ @otgraphically Hmm it’s hard to say, I recruited the number of participants I needed to complete the study. It also has a helpful mechanism so that peopl
share it to their feed, so can share with their own colleagues and networks. That definitely helped with attracting participants #OTalk
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Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
@Sarah_RheumOT @otgraphically All the different social media platforms can seem overwhelming, especially if we’re used to using 1/2 for personal use. Maybe f
which one works best as a first step and then branching out into others with some top tips for research use. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@otgraphically Using multiple apps and remembering where I saw that one post I liked three days ago! I try keep track with screenshots but sometimes i'll forget a
get annoyed at myself for forgetting #OTalk

Sarah Small @Sarah_RheumOT
@otgraphically @OTalk_ @preston_jenny @RosFrench1 Visuals are really important. And summarised info. But are we as users of research losing our critical app
skills? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
We have had many previous discussions in previous chats around social media and professional code of conduct and it's worth always considering these factors w
using social media for research purposes too #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@otgraphically #OTalk, I am very grateful that I am still a MSc student doing my Advanced OT course so that I can access the university database otherwise cost c
be a potential barrier. Also ensuring that it others share your tweet to get the information out far and wide
Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
@otgraphically I forever spend a lot of time reading posts and procrastinate over sending my own. Thinking of what to say can take a whole morning or more.

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@Sarah_RheumOT @otgraphically @OTalk_ @RosFrench1 Perhaps it is more about different platforms for different purposes, I wonder #OTalk

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
@OTalk_ I have an excel sheet I plug them into by category and try my best to do that on a weekly basis. I don't always get to it though! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Great point here! How can we engage in research in an accessible way but also maintain that lens of criticality as not all research is created equal #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RosFrench1: @preston_jenny @otgraphically #OTalk, yes I love a visual image that makes you want to look up the article and read it. Most recent one I read
was shared on Twitter was about case study research - not something I would have gone away and read unless it was shared on here.

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@OTalk_ Not personally, but a concern would be that there is a huge cohort of OTs who don’t use social media for a variety of reasons whose voices aren’t reflecte
research simply because they aren’t exposed to the research opportunities because they don’t see them #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@bevaturtle @otgraphically Then it’s the preparation for the replies … anticipated and otherwise. Certainly broadens the shoulders to take on board different
perspectives #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@Tori_Doll_ @OTalk_ Good point! As always it is only one route #OTalk

Beverley Turtle, PhD @bevaturtle
RT @Tori_Doll_: @OTalk_ Not personally, but a concern would be that there is a huge cohort of OTs who don’t use social media for a variety of reasons whose voi
aren’t reflected in research simply because they aren’t exposed to the research opportunities because they don’t see them #OTalk
Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
@Tori_Doll_ @OTalk_ Yes, I do think this is happening more and more! I know OTs that also only do podcasts or use message boards from different associations.
the people you are hoping to share the information with where they spend will help select the right platform #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@preston_jenny @bevaturtle @otgraphically Agree, especially as someone with Dyslexia and Dyspraxia if I want to engage quickly, I can't always guarantee a spe
reply or a reply that is correct and that adds to the pressure. I find accessing twitter by my laptop easier for that reason due to the software I use #OTalk
Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
Last question (Q5): What are your top tips as a researcher or as a research user to engage with research via social media to both share and stay up to date?
https://t.co/2E07vcW50E
Ros French @RosFrench1
@OTalk_ #OTalk, depends if you are just taking and using what has been shared, rather than reading the full research article reflecting and critiquing the findings.
its more about sharing what has been done to raise the profile so spark an interest rather than loosing skills
#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 5 #OTalk
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Sarah Small @Sarah_RheumOT
@Tori_Doll_ @OTalk_ Some, like me until recently, aren't using social media at all. #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Ten Minutes left for this evenings #OTalk ... Great discussions so far and as usual continue to follow the # and catch up on the transcript if you were unable to atten
evening.

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
For sharing social media graphics, keeping the language simple, having lots of negative space on a page, and using visuals whenever possible can help catch peo
attention #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@OTalk_ #OTalk, share what you are planning on doing / done, add links to the research / research article. Network with others, be curious, ask the question I wan
know more about... and ask for recommendations
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
How can I get better at creating visuals #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@otgraphically I am thinking about getting a OT instagram account and FB just to keep things seperate. More for my own organisation than anything else #OTalk

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@Sarah_RheumOT @OTalk_ Yup! Or want to keep social media and work completely separate, which is understandable for things like work-life balance, boundar
concerns around the pit falls, just not being interested or not valuing social media. #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
@preston_jenny @otgraphically, do you know of any tutorials that can help with this? #OTalk

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
For staying up to date I try to follow authors that I know are in my clinical practice area so I can know as soon as they publish something. Also to reach out to them
discuss where I might be getting stuck implementing their research. #OTalk
#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @otgraphically: For staying up to date I try to follow authors that I know are in my clinical practice area so I can know as soon as they publish something. Also
reach out to them and discuss where I might be getting stuck implementing their research. #OTalk
Rob Brooks @dr_robbrooks
@otgraphically Making research findings interesting and accessible is a challenge. Summarising succinctly and catching the readers attention is needed. #otalk

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
@OTalk_ @preston_jenny #OTalk You can check this out here- I did this blog a while back that goes through some steps of that process. I wonder if you search 3M
Youtube to get some inspiration too. For the technical side, you can keep it simple at first and use templatess https://t.co/9Wp39sZF9I
Rob Brooks @dr_robbrooks
@OTalk_ @otgraphically Insta opens up a new audience. Maybe we should embrace TikTok too? #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Right that went by quickly, thankyou to everyone for joining in and the great discussions and ideas and mostly a big thank you for @otgraphically for hosting this ev
If you want even more tips you can check out Katie's website https://t.co/Pte13UZfDe #OTalk
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Fabulous thank you #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@dr_robbrooks @otgraphically A Viral OT tik tok dance " " #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @otgraphically: @OTalk_ @preston_jenny #OTalk You can check this out here- I did this blog a while back that goes through some steps of that process. I won
you search 3MT on Youtube to get some inspiration too. For the technical side, you can keep it simple at first and use templatess https://t.co/9Wp39sZF9I

Katie Caspero MS, OTR/L @otgraphically
@OTalk_ Thank you @OTalk for allowing me to host this week! I appreciated all of the great questions and discussions! If you want some additional tips I created t
blog post in preparation for this talk: #OTalk https://t.co/9KMVs58IMw
#OTalk @OTalk_
Just realised I didn't let you all know it was @SamOTantha on the account tonight. Thank you everyone for joining and details coming soon of next week's chat

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
https://www.symplur.com/healthcare-hashtags/OTalk/transcript/…F3%2F2022&shour=12&smin=0&tdate=5%2F5%2F2022&thour=11&tmin=15
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@OTalk_ @otgraphically Thank you everyone, that was really interesting and helpful #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@OTalk_ @otgraphically #OTalk, thank you yes that did go very quickly!

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @otgraphically: @OTalk_ Thank you @OTalk for allowing me to host this week! I appreciated all of the great questions and discussions! If you want some addi
tips I created this blog post in preparation for this talk: #OTalk https://t.co/9KMVs58IMw
Sarah Small @Sarah_RheumOT
@OTalk_ @otgraphically Many thanks for the great chat tonight. #OTalk

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@otgraphically I make sure I follow OTs in a similar field, academics etc & keep up to date with networks such as @MOT1ON_Research, who focus specifically on
research within mental health so I hear updates first hand. There are also the various RCOT networks … #OTalk

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
@otgraphically @MOT1ON_Research … university accounts for under grad & post grad OT programmes & non profession specific pages, such as @AcademicCh
etc for practice support with application of research #OTalk
Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
Speaking of social media and research Emily is looking for participants for her masters research. #OTalk

Tori the OT @Tori_Doll_
RT @SamOTantha: Speaking of social media and research Emily is looking for participants for her masters research. #OTalk

Phoebe Swinburn @Phoebe_OT_1992
RT @SamOTantha: Speaking of social media and research Emily is looking for participants for her masters research. #OTalk

NELFT AHP @NELFT_AHP
RT @MDTea_podcast: What does the "occupation" in OT actually mean? Here's Katie (@OT_KatieT), Suzanne, Alanna and Bex to explain... Listen to our full pod
episode about life as an OT now at https://t.co/MBgX6xGl1C #OTalk $ https://t.co/xsba78zJxg
TinyEYE Therapy Services @TinyEYETherapy
It's Teacher Appreciation Week! We want to thank all educators who put in the hard work to positively impact their students. Teachers are amazing!
#teacherappreciationweek #SpecialEducation #SLPeeps #OccupationalTherapy #OTalk #MentalHealth #MentalHealthMatters #TinyEYE https://t.co/G4bajODAa5
TinyEYE Europe @TinyEYEeu
RT @TinyEYETherapy: It's Teacher Appreciation Week! We want to thank all educators who put in the hard work to positively impact their students. Teachers are
amazing! #teacherappreciationweek #SpecialEducation #SLPeeps #OccupationalTherapy #OTalk #MentalHealth #MentalHealthMatters #TinyEYE
https://t.co/G4bajODAa5
Paul Howard @PaulHoward_IMIT
RT @TinyEYETherapy: It's Teacher Appreciation Week! We want to thank all educators who put in the hard work to positively impact their students. Teachers are
amazing! #teacherappreciationweek #SpecialEducation #SLPeeps #OccupationalTherapy #OTalk #MentalHealth #MentalHealthMatters #TinyEYE
https://t.co/G4bajODAa5
Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@jen_donelly Thank you Jen #OTalk

Sharon@OT @SharonOTUclan
So excited to be hosting my 1st #OTalk 10 May 8pm @uclanot @smileyfacehalo soon

Dr G. Craig Fairweather @CFairweather3
RT @TinyEYETherapy: It's Teacher Appreciation Week! We want to thank all educators who put in the hard work to positively impact their students. Teachers are
amazing! #teacherappreciationweek #SpecialEducation #SLPeeps #OccupationalTherapy #OTalk #MentalHealth #MentalHealthMatters #TinyEYE
https://t.co/G4bajODAa5
Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
RT @SharonOTUclan: So excited to be hosting my 1st #OTalk 10 May 8pm @uclanot @smileyfacehalo soon

familyperspectiveslimbamputation @familynlimbamp
Participants wanted! Are you a family member caring for individuals with limb loss? Your input would be welcomed by MSc students from @unisouthampton !
#OccupationalTherapy #OTresearch #OTalk #amputationrehabilitation #prosthetics https://t.co/iUsp05vuM3
familyperspectiveslimbamputation @familynlimbamp
RT @familynlimbamp: Participants wanted! Are you a family member caring for individuals with limb loss? Your input would be welcomed by MSc students from
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@unisouthampton ! #OccupationalTherapy #OTresearch #OTalk #amputationrehabilitation #prosthetics https://t.co/iUsp05vuM3
familyperspectiveslimbamputation @familynlimbamp
RT @familynlimbamp: Participants wanted! Are you a family member caring for individuals with limb loss? Your input would be welcomed by MSc students from
@unisouthampton ! #OccupationalTherapy #OTresearch #OTalk #amputationrehabilitation #prosthetics https://t.co/iUsp05vuM3
TinyEYE Therapy Services @TinyEYETherapy
You didn't think we'd let #StarWarsDay pass us by did you? We hope you have a great day mastering the Jedi mindset of seeking good and always learning!
#MayThe4thBeWithYou #SpecialEducation #SLPeeps #OccupationalTherapy #OTalk #MentalHealth #MentalHealthMatters #TinyEYE https://t.co/2YViwuecA2

Paul Howard @PaulHoward_IMIT
RT @TinyEYETherapy: You didn't think we'd let #StarWarsDay pass us by did you? We hope you have a great day mastering the Jedi mindset of seeking good an
always learning! #MayThe4thBeWithYou #SpecialEducation #SLPeeps #OccupationalTherapy #OTalk #MentalHealth #MentalHealthMatters #TinyEYE
https://t.co/2YViwuecA2
Maggie Donovan-Hall @HallMdh
An interesting study, please share widely % @Research_Agent @CherylMetcalf @PeoplePowerPros

OTEmmaS& @emmaspellmanOT
RT @SharonOTUclan: So excited to be hosting my 1st #OTalk 10 May 8pm @uclanot @smileyfacehalo soon

Alex -OT student (she/her)' ( ) @AlexandratheOT
The number of students I’ve come across now that have been brought to tears by educators that have bullied them on placement is worrying. The even more worry
thing is that they all have one thing in common. Being #neurodivergent and/or #disabled. #OTalk

Fee Emmerson* @FeeEmmerson
RT @AlexandratheOT: The number of students I’ve come across now that have been brought to tears by educators that have bullied them on placement is worryin
even more worrying thing is that they all have one thing in common. Being #neurodivergent and/or #disabled. #OTalk

Mr. Fowkes @FowkesMr
Could this bring to light the ineffective manner and unethical manner in which educators are chosen and how students are placed with educators? There are many
wonderful educators out there, but it's pot luck if staff are forced into it.

Nicki Punshon @NickiPunshon
RT @AlexandratheOT: The number of students I’ve come across now that have been brought to tears by educators that have bullied them on placement is worryin
even more worrying thing is that they all have one thing in common. Being #neurodivergent and/or #disabled. #OTalk
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